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I. INTRODUCTION The correlation dimension ' has become the most widely used measure of chaotic behavior. It has been used in the analysis of hydrodynamic experiments, ' laser systems, neutron-star lurninosities, neuronal and electroencephalographic signals, business cycles, ' etc. One of the reasons for this popularity is the relative ease with which it can be calculated from a scalar time series. The calculation typically starts by reconstructing the system's trajectory in an "embedding space" using the method of "lags" or "time delays. ""' The dimension of the reconstructed trajectory is then calculated using, more often than not, an algorithm due to Grassberger and Procaccia, ' although there are also widely used ones due to Termonia and Alexandrovitch' and Badii and Politi. ' It has been known for some time, however, that while it may be easy to calculate an apparently precise value for a dimension, getting a reliably accurate one is often quite something else. ' ' Broomhead and King' have The behavior at small r is characteristic of noise which has infinite dimension. ' ' ' At small distances, one has experimental noise, either inherent in the system or contributed by measuring instruments, as well as "computational noise, "
arising from round-off errors. At large r's, the increase in the slope is induced in part by using a relatively small number of embedding vectors in a high-dimensional space.
It becomes more pronounced and extends to smaller values of r as M is increased. Thus in the process of increasing the embedding dimension to check the convergence of the calculation, one causes the scaling region to shrink, making it difficult to ascertain where the convergence does occur. Any procedure that can legitimately reduce the required size of the embedding dimension will therefore be helpful. The singular value decomposition does this.
y (1) y (2) y(N) King' and consider the case when A is the "trajectory matrix"-that is, up to a normalization, the matrix whose rows are the M-dimensional embedding vectors formed from the time series (2. 1): To illustrate this we show in Fig. 3 Figure 5 shows plots of the slope of log, [C~(r) j versus log, (r) for the Lorenz attractor, Eq. (2.7), for (M, L)=(5,24), (8, 14) , (9, 12), and (11, 10 for M, L)=(6, 13), (7, 11), (9,8) . Figure 7 shows results for the 3-torus, x(k)=sin(took)+ sin(2~cook)+ sin(3 took), (4.2) with coo=6.0)&10 and for (M, L)=(7,20), (9,15), 10,13), and (11, 12 rows. The curves correspond to embedding dimension M and lag L of (a) (M, L) =(9,3), (b) (7, 11), (c) (9, 12 The results of comparisons of window length and the autocorrelation function are summarized in Table I 
